
GSOEP - Interviewer Data Set (1984 - 2005) 
 
This interviewer data set contains information about sex, age, education, occuaption and  
marital status from 1606 interviewers that work on sample A, B, C, D, E and F from survey wave 
1 up to 22. For this time period this information can be matched by the interviewernumber to  
the GSOEP samples for this time period.  
There are different interviewernumber variables for the east and west interviewer staff till  
wave 12. From wave 13 upwards the interviewernumbers for the east interviewer are changed.  
The variable IBB_INR contains only interviewernumbers from the east interviewers from  
wave 7 up to 12. The variable INTNRALT contains the interviewernumbers from east and west  
interviewers till wave 12. (Caution: Infratest assigns three identical interviewernumbers    
9806; 19852; 19887 for east and west interviewers!!) 
The variable INTNR comprises interviewernumbers from west interviewers (sample A  
and B) from wave 1 up to 20 and the new numbers for the est interviewers that are applied to 
wave 13 upwards. 
 
 
Variable   Description 
 
LIDSTART   Year of the first cooperation for the GSOEP (2 - digits) 
    (available only for GSOEP-West interviewer) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
    
INTNR   Interviewernumber (west and east interviewer from wave  
    13 upwards) (6 - digits) Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
 
INTSEX   Sex of the interviewer (1 - digit) 
 
    Value  Label 
     1  men 
     2  women 
 
IGEBJAHR   Year of birth of the interviewer (4 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
INTEINTR   Year of the first cooperation with Infratest (4 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 



IBERUF00   Interviewer occupation till 1999 (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1 housewife (not employed) 
     2 pensioner (not employed) 
     3 student/ in training/ unemployed 
     4 work part-time 
     5 shift work - employed full time  
     6 working until 16 o'clock - employed full time 
     7 working until 17 o'clock - employed full time  
     8 working past 17 o'clock- employed full time  
     9 flexible working hours - employed full time 
 
ISCHUL00   education of the interviewer till 1999 (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1  extended elementary school 
     2  technical/commercial/secondary school 
     3  school leaving-examination 
     4  university without final examination 
     5  university with final examination 
 
IFAMST00   marital status till 1999 (2 - digits)  
    Missing Values  -2; -3 
   
    Value  Label 
     0  unknown 
     1  unmarried 
     2  married 
     3  widowed / dissolved / be separated 
 
IAUSTRIT   last year of participation for the GSOEP 
    (4 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
                          Value  Label 
     0      still working 
 
IHBER00   main-job of the interviewer till 1999 (alphanumeric) (25- string) 
 
IBB_INR   IBB-Interviewernumber (only GSOEP-EAST interviewer) 
    (5 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
INTNRALT   interviewernumber (west and east interviewer till wave 12) 



    (6 - digits) 
 
IBERUF01 main-job of the interviewer from 2000/01  

(alphanumeric) (25 - string) 
 
 
ISCHUL01   education of the interviewer from 2000/01 (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1  extended elementary school 
     2  technical/commercial/secondary school 
     3  school leaving-examination 
     4  university without final examination 
     5  university with final examination 
 
IFAMST01   marital status from 2000/01 (2 - digits)  
    Missing Values  -2; -3 
   
    Value  Label 
     0  unknown 
     1  unmarried 
     2  married 
     3  widowed / dissolved / be separated 
 
IHBER01   main-job of the interviewer from 2000/01   
    (alphanumeric) (25- string) 
 
 
 
IBERUF02   Interviewer occupation year 2002 (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1 housewife (not employed) 
     2 pensioner (not employed) 
     3 student/ in training/ unemployed 
     4 work part-time 
     5 shift work - employed full time  
     6 working until 16 o'clock - employed full time 
     7 working until 17 o'clock - employed full time  
     8 working past 17 o'clock- employed full time  
     9 flexible working hours - employed full time 
 
 
ISCHUL02   education of the interviewer year 2002 (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 



 
    Value  Label 
     1  extended elementary school 
     2  technical/commercial/secondary school 
     3  school leaving-examination 
     4  university without final examination 
     5  university with final examination 
 
IFAMST02   marital status from 2002  (2 - digits)  
    Missing Values  -2; -3 
   
    Value  Label 
     0  unknown 
     1  unmarried 
     2  married 
     3  widowed / dissolved / be separated 
 
IHBER02   main-job of the interviewer from 2002 upward 
    (alphanumeric) (20- string) 
 
 
IBERUF03   Interviewer occupation from 2003  (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1 housewife (not employed) 
     2 pensioner (not employed) 
     3 student/ in training/ unemployed 
     4 work part-time 
     5 shift work - employed full time  
     6 working until 16 o'clock - employed full time 
     7 working until 17 o'clock - employed full time  
     8 working past 17 o'clock- employed full time  
     9 flexible working hours - employed full time 
 
 



ISCHUL03   education of the interviewer year 2003 (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1  extended elementary school 
     2  technical/commercial/secondary school 
     3  school leaving-examination 
     4  university without final examination 
     5  university with final examination 
 
IFAMST03   marital status year 2003 (2 - digits)  
    Missing Values  -2; -3 
   
    Value  Label 
     0 unknown 
     1  unmarried 
     2  married 
     3  widowed / dissolved / be separated 
 
IHBER03   main-job of the interviewer year 2003 
      (alphanumeric) (20- string) 
 
 
IBERUF04   Interviewer occupation from 2004  (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1 housewife (not employed) 
     2 pensioner (not employed) 
     3 student/ in training/ unemployed 
     4 work part-time 
     5 shift work - employed full time  
     6 working until 16 o'clock - employed full time 
     7 working until 17 o'clock - employed full time  
     8 working past 17 o'clock- employed full time  
     9 flexible working hours - employed full time 
 
 



ISCHUL04   education of the interviewer year 2004 (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1  extended elementary school 
     2  technical/commercial/secondary school 
     3  school leaving-examination 
     4  university without final examination 
     5  university with final examination 
 
IFAMST04   marital status year 2004 (2 - digits)  
    Missing Values  -2; -3 
   
    Value  Label 
     0  unknown 
     1  unmarried 
     2  married 
     3  widowed / dissolved / be separated 
 
IHBER04   main-job of the interviewer year 2004 
      (alphanumeric) (20- string) 
 
IBERUF05   Interviewer occupation from 2005  (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1 housewife (not employed) 
     2 pensioner (not employed) 
     3 student/ in training/ unemployed 
     4 work part-time 
     5 shift work - employed full time  
     6 working until 16 o'clock - employed full time 
     7 working until 17 o'clock - employed full time  
     8 working past 17 o'clock- employed full time  
     9 flexible working hours - employed full time 
 
 
ISCHUL05   education of the interviewer year 2005 (2 - digits) 
    Missing Values -1; -2; -3 
 
    Value  Label 
     1  extended elementary school 
     2  technical/commercial/secondary school 
     3  school leaving-examination 
     4  university without final examination 
     5  university with final examination 
 



IFAMST05   marital status year 2005 (2 - digits)  
    Missing Values  -2; -3 
   
    Value  Label 
     0  unknown 
     1  unmarried 
     2  married 
     3  widowed / dissolved / be separated 
 
IHBER05   main-job of the interviewer year 2005 
      (alphanumeric) (20- string) 
 
 


